
Lean? Six Sigma? Lean Six Sigma? What is the right approach to

continuous improvement? While both Lean and Six Sigma have become

more and more popular as continuous improvement initiatives during

the past few years, many organizations are struggling with these

questions: Do we go down the Lean path, the Six Sigma path or do we

merge the approaches into a single effort

called Lean Six Sigma? 

The most common answer to these ques-

tions among Lean practitioners is, “Use Lean

until you run out of Lean opportunities.” Six

Sigma Black Belts usually responded by say-

ing, “Use Six Sigma. After all, it is statistical-

ly based and provides actual data to back up

the changes required to reduce variation and

improve quality within your processes.” And

now we are hearing about the combined

approach of doing Six Sigma at the speed of

Lean. So what is the right answer? Or, more

importantly, are any of these three answers

correct?

During the past few years, a large and

vocal continuous improvement contingent that

subscribes to the philosophy of a single

methodology most often referred to as Lean

Sigma or Lean Six Sigma has emerged. The

underlying theme is that Six Sigma projects

can be done with the speed of Lean. There

does, however, exist a small and growing

group of quality and continuous improvement

practitioners that through observation and

use of both disciplines are proving that it is

not a single combined approach. It is a syn-

chronized approach using Lean when issues and opportunities demon-

strate waste in the process and Six Sigma when the issues suggest

defects or variation in the process.

Proper synchronization of the two methodologies allows for faster

results in Six Sigma projects and stronger more powerful Lean results

through the quick-hitting use of Six Sigma tools when appropriate.

This synchronized approach provides optimal results when Lean think-

ing and methodology can be utilized; first eliminating “low hanging

fruit” (obvious waste), and then attacking varia-

tion and defect problems through Six Sigma

projects.

The underlying success of this synchronized

approach is that the methodology does not try

to complete Six Sigma projects in 30 days or

turn Lean teams into statisticians. The goal is to

assist all process improvement teams in using

the right tools at the right time, maximizing

results and completing projects as quickly as

possible within the constraints of the method-

ologies. 

Any organization’s overall initiative of contin-

uous improvement should be managed by an

executive council, and you must recognize that

there still exists some danger in placing the

management of this synchronized approach into

the hands of one individual. The executive coun-

cil is critical to this approach because a council

can select and assign projects to either Lean or

Six Sigma teams based upon criteria, and mini-

mize the impact of subjectivity of which

methodology to use for a project. Often, an

individual managing such an effort will favor the

use of one methodology over the other—con-

sciously or subconsciously. As is shown in the

accompanying chart, project selection using pre-

determined criteria can effectively synchronize the use of both Lean

and Six Sigma within a single organization.

Even when the organization employs a quality or continuous

Manufacturers should embrace the best of both worlds
Synchronized

In a new book, Oklahoman Mark Nash, along with

experts Sheila R. Poling and Sophronia Ward,

explain how companies can synchronize their Lean

Manufacturing efforts to achieve faster and better

Six Sigma results. The authors, with years of expe-

rience, offer a plethora of real-world case studies

to illustrate the concept.
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improvement manager, the executive council, documented method-

ology, and predetermined criteria can ensure that the right disci-

pline will be used with the right project at the right time. The

results can be astounding. Lean can produce significant improve-

ments and savings quickly, and not get side tracked by complex

defect or variation issues that may be frustrating to management

and/or customers. At the same time, Six Sigma projects can focus

on difficult defect and variation issues resulting in much faster

project results since the “low hanging fruit” often associated with

Lean work is being addressed by Lean teams, thus allowing the Six

Sigma team to focus more quickly on root cause.

Organizations that start out using Lean and then seek out other

continuous improvement methodologies when a project’s return on

investment begins to plateau or shrink, easily learn the value of

this synchronized approach. Companies starting out with Six

Sigma, however, often overlook the value of utilizing Lean early in

the journey, or resist Lean altogether—often with an “unscientific”

mindset towards Lean. But the proof is in the implementation, just

as it is in all quality and continuous improvement methodologies. 
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Mark A. Nash is president of Pinnacle Partners West LLC, an

international process engineering firm based in Edmond, OK, and

principal author of the new book from Productivity Press entitled

“Using Lean for Faster Six Sigma Results.” The book can be pur-

chased at the Productivity Press website, 

www.productivitypress.com,Amazon.com, or Barnes&Nobel.com. 

Nash is a Six Sigma Master Black Beltand is a certified NIST/MEP 

instructor whose firm partners with theOklahoma Manufacturing 

Alliance to provide LeanManufacturing training throughout the 

state of Oklahoma. For more information on Mark Nash or Pinnacle 

Partners West LLC, visit the Pinnaclewebsite at www.ppwest.com 

or call (405) 888-6806.


